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ABSTRACT

Although digital libraries are intended to support education
and knowledge work, current digital library interfaces are
narrowly focused on retrieval. Furthermore, they are designed for desktop computers with keyboards, mice, and
high-speed network connections. Desktop computers fail to
support many key aspects of knowledge work, including
active reading, free form ink annotation, fluid movement
among document activities, and physical mobility. This paper proposes portable computers specialized for knowledge
work, or digital library information appliances, as a new
platform for accessing digital libraries. We present a number
of ways that knowledge work can be augmented and transformed by the use of such appliances. These insights are
based on our implementation of two research prototype
systems: XLibris, an “active reading machine,” and TeleWeb, a mobile World Wide Web browser.
KEYWORDS: Digital library, information appliance, paper

document metaphor, active reading, browsing, information
exploration, digital ink, pen computing, mobile Web
browser, mobile computing, network computer.
INTRODUCTION

The standard platform for accessing today’s digital libraries
is a desktop computer with a keyboard, a mouse, information retrieval software, and a network connection. Unfortunately, desktop computers are not suitable for many types of
knowledge work. Studies of people using electronic and
paper documents show that desktop systems fail to support
four important activities:
• Active reading
• Free form ink annotation
• Fluid movement among document activities
• Physical mobility
As a result of focusing on the desktop, today’s interfaces for
accessing digital libraries support retrieval in isolation,
without addressing these broader work practices.
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Figure 1: XLibris prototype in a reader's lap.

We propose a new platform for accessing digital libraries:
specialized portable computers designed for knowledge
work, or digital library information appliances.1 In this
paper, we draw on our experience designing and building
two research prototype information appliances— the XLibris
“active reading machine” and the TeleWeb mobile Web
browser— to show how these devices can support a broad
range of activities in the digital library.
READING AND DIGITAL LIBRARIES

The first and most fundamental document activity is reading. “Reading” encompasses a broad range of complex and
poorly understood practices involving documents, including
skimming, searching, browsing, speed-reading, surfing, reviewing, and rereading. Although we often take it for
granted, reading can be hard work. We use the term active
reading [2] to distinguish this rich collection of activities
from simply looking at words on a page.
Desktop computers do not support active reading. Once expected to create a paperless office, computers have instead
produced ever-increasing quantities of paper documents.
Dataquest predicts printers and copiers will generate over
1 Jeff Raskin coined the term “information appliance” as a

small system mainly intended to perform one task [22].

1012 pages in the U.S. in 1997 [13]. This statistic suggests
that people do not use computers to read. The reason for this
is obvious: paper supports extended, focused, deep reading
practices better [23].
Current research on digital libraries does not address a broad
range of reading activities. Instead, as David Levy points
out, digital libraries support shallower, more fragmented,
and less concentrated reading [15]. The research focus in
this field is on tools for search, selection, and distillation,
tools that promote identification and extraction of information fragments.
Because digital library interfaces do not support active
reading, people search online and then print documents to
read them. This “search and print” reality contrasts with the
“search and read” ideal held by researchers (e.g., [8]).
Although a dual online/paper system is not a priori undesirable, we will show the many advantages of an online system
that enables a variety of reading practices. The XLibris active reading machine supports a broad class of reading activities by employing a “paper document metaphor” (as
opposed to the desktop metaphor) that imitates the physical
experience of reading and marking on paper (Figure 1). The
paper document metaphor follows lessons learned from a
number of studies comparing reading online to reading on
paper, summarized below.
Tangibility

Readers often move paper documents to avoid glare, to
speed up handwriting [10], or to adjust their perspective of a
text [11]. In contrast, most computer displays are stationary
while in use, so that readers must move themselves— their
heads, their bodies, and their arms— rather than their display. XLibris supports paper document-like tangibility by
running on tablet displays.2 Although XLibris has not been
deployed for real use, people say that holding a page-sized
display in their lap and being able to easily reposition it
changes their online reading experience.
The tangibility of paper documents also supports navigation.
Turning paper pages seems easy and natural, and the weight
and thickness of a paper document convey length and location [23]. In XLibris, pressure strips on the case of the device (see [12]) provide a tangible interface for page turning:
pressing on one side of a sensor moves to the next or previous page, and holding down initiates riffling through pages.
The harder you press, the faster you move. A quick animated transition indicates the direction of turning. Finally,
“location guides” of varying thickness drawn in the top cor2 Over the course of the project, we have used a number of

hardware platforms. XLibris prototype 2 runs on a commercial Mutoh “pen tablet display” that is a 1024x768 color
LCD panel packaged with a digitizing pen tablet [21]. This
device has a cable that connects to a traditional computer,
and replaces the monitor and mouse. XLibris prototype 3 is
based on a self-contained Fujitsu Point 510 pen computer
with an 800x600 color display, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: The entire XLibris display shows an annotated
document page

ners of each page (see top right of Figure 2) provide feedback about the length of the document and the reader’s current location.
Page Orientation & Fixed Layout

Paper documents are laid out on fixed-size pages. The page
layout often communicates the type of the document (e.g.,
business letter versus technical article) and where to find
important information (e.g., a return address). The fixed
layout also supports spatial memory and helps readers find
old information [11, 6]. In these and other ways, paper pages
give readers an excellent “sense of the document.”
This sense of the document is often lost online. Most CRT
monitors cannot display a full page of text legibly, leading
to awkward scrolling and zooming [23]. Word processors
and Web browsers commonly re-flow the text on a “page.”
And hypertext versions of paper documents can lead to disorientation and a sense of being lost [7].
XLibris respects pages by displaying the image of a single
page at a time. Because the LCD panels we use are designed
for landscape viewing, XLibris rotates the image 90º to approximate the portrait orientation of a typical printed page.
XLibris stores the image of each page and the underlying
text; this “image + text” file format is compatible with
printed and with scanned documents [5, 24].

Multiple displays

People often work with multiple pieces of paper simultaneously, either with several pages from one document or with
several documents [1]. Most of today’s computers provide
multiple virtual displays through use of a windowing system. Unfortunately, the effort of managing window layout
and switching among windows can interfere with reading
[23]. Therefore XLibris displays a single page image and
does not support windows.
Since limiting the digital library information appliance to a
single page image is problematic, we have considered a
number of ways to address the need for collateral displays.
Presenting two full-page images side by side, as in Book
Emulator [3], makes text unreadable on current tablet displays, but may be feasible as LCD technology evolves. A
form factor with multiple physical displays is another approach. (Bush’s vision of a Memex desk included multiple
displays [4]). In our case, to maintain mobility, a book (instead of a tablet or desk) with two opposable LCD panels
may be appropriate. Weiser [32] presents an enticing vision
of ubiquitous computing with devices so cheap they can be
scattered and used as paper. In the near term, however, a
small number of pen computers in conjunction with nearby
desktop displays or even paper may provide the most practical solution to the problem of collateral document work.
In summary, XLibris employs tangibility, page orientation,
and fixed layout to provide an online reading experience
comparable, in many ways, to reading from paper.
FREE FORM INK ANNOTATION

“Until we [provide support for smooth integration of annotation with reading], it is likely that people will continue to annotate paper materials, even as they read
materials in a digital library.” – Cathy Marshall [17]
The second key document activity is annotation. Knowledge
work involves reading combined with categorizing, speculating, remembering, judging, or, more broadly, critical
thinking. This active reading process is facilitated by underlining, highlighting and making notes on the text or in a
separate notebook. Marking on paper helps readers “make
the text their own” and is a common practice associated with
deep understanding of written information [2]. In a nutshell,
readers write [1, 16, 23].
Unfortunately, annotation online is quite different from its
paper-based cousin. Interfaces for annotating often involve
selecting a command, pointing with a mouse, and typing on
a keyboard. They generally require much more effort than
scribbling with a pen. Text annotations are not as visually
distinct as ink marks, and online annotations often cause
changes in the layout of the document [23, 30].
We believe that the ability to make unstructured, free-form,
idiosyncratic ink marks is a crucial feature of any interface
to digital libraries. Although such marks may not have explicit meaning to the computer, they have rich semantic
meaning, supporting visual and episodic memory. An es-

Figure 3: A notebook page from XLibris.

sential aspect of ink on paper is its lack of modality: users
can write anything they want, anywhere on the page.
In XLibris, we followed this principle by letting users scribble notes, draw figures, highlight, or annotate text, all without switching modes or applications. Readers highlight and
mark-up document page images as they read (Figure 2) or
flip to a blank page in a lined notebook for more space
(Figure 3). XLibris provides several colors of ink, several
highlighter pens, and a stroke-based eraser.
FLUID MOVEMENT AMONG DOCUMENT ACTIVITIES

The third key aspect of knowledge work is fluid movement
among different styles of reading and different document
activities. As an example, consider the process of “information triage” [19] where an analyst skims through a pile of
search results and reduces them to a manageable set. The
current practice is to fire off a query to a search engine, retrieve the 100 top-ranked documents, print them out, mark
them up with highlighters, and put them into piles. Analysts
then read the most relevant passages to answer the original
question.
Consider an alternative scenario where the analyst owns a
digital library information appliance. After conducting a
search, the analyst skims the documents online. The appliance enhances skimming by emphasizing important material
(Figure 4). As on paper, the analyst marks up important information as it is found (Figure 2). Instead of reviewing the
collected information by thumbing through piles of paper,
the analyst views a concise collection of his or her text annotations (Figure 5). If any of the annotated material is
worth reading in greater depth, the analyst can do so comfortably online. If the analyst needs more information, the
text that has already been highlighted can be used to generate the next query (Figure 6 and Figure 8).

Figure 5: The Reader’s Notebook shows annotated
clippings of documents laid end-to-end. Clippings are
labeled with document title and page number and are
linked to the corresponding pages.

XLibris’“skimming mode” highlights phrases and sentences
that are characteristic of the document being skimmed. We
call out key phrases because they can be read at a glance and
tend to reflect the topic of the nearby text. This assists with
the activity of scanning the text for relevant portions to read.
The Wall Street Journal and People Magazine use a similar
technique of boldfacing company names and Hollywood
celebrities’name to help readers find information.
Figure 4. A skimming view of a document: the darker
the term, the more representative it is of the document.

At a high level, this scenario demonstrates fluid movement
among document activities. The analyst quickly moves
among searching, skimming, annotating, reviewing, and
deep reading. There is no waiting for a printer. Because
skimming and deep reading are tightly integrated with retrieval, analysts can determine if the information they are
collecting is useful before they invest much effort.
This scenario also demonstrates how computation can enhance skimming, reviewing, and searching. Because the
interface is based on a paper document metaphor, the reading and annotation activities remain much the same as on
paper. In our design, the “computer” remains in the background and, when requested, rises to the surface to assist the
reader with the tasks of skimming, reviewing, and searching.
Below we describe how XLibris supports and augments
these three activities.
Skimming Mode

Skimming is one way readers gain a quick impression of a
text. When skimming, the reader’s eyes typically search for
and alight on key words or sentences and take in short passages before moving on. Sometimes the reader becomes
engaged and shifts into deep reading, or is distracted and
moves into quicker skimming or into riffling3.

3 As described earlier, XLibris supports riffling with pres-

sure sensitive strips mounted on the case that allow page
turning at several speeds.

We also highlight summary sentences to support a speedreading–like activity. Skimming mode uses a commercial
text summarizer [30] to identify summary sentences that are
emphasized. Skimming through a document of highlighted
summary sentences provides a narrative overview that is not
available by just reading key phrases. Both of these highlighting techniques permit a smooth transition from skimming to deep reading: key terms and sentences can help
readers decide whether a passage is worth reading and are
likely to be appropriate places to transition to deep reading.
Skimming mode uses shades from gray to black to indicate
term importance (Figure 4). Meaningful terms are identified
by heuristics that select noun phrases. The shade for each
term is then based on a statistical information retrieval
measure: terms that occur frequently in the document but
occur rarely in other documents are colored black, while
terms common to many documents are colored light gray.4
For example, the term “digital library information appliance” would be colored black when it appears in this document.
Skimming is a common practice: a study of college students’ reading habits reported that skimming occupied 32%
of their reading time, and that “86% of the descriptions of
skimming strategies mentioned a selection process based on
key words and/or particular sentences and paragraphs in
certain text locations” [20]. Although our design requires
4 tf·idf is a standard information retrieval measure of terms
importance [27]. We found that the repetition of highlighted terms in the document already increases their visual
impact, so we use log(tf)·idf instead.

empirical evaluation to confirm its utility, from our experiences thus far, we are optimistic that computers can improve
the skimming activity and that augmented skimming is a
useful function for a digital library information appliance.
Reviewing the Reader’s Notebook

Reviewing paper documents is facilitated by the marks
made during reading: marks not only record information but
are also used to organize it for later review [17, 24]. There
are three common venues for marking: annotating on the
page, taking notes in a notebook, and writing on loose-leaf
paper. Annotations on the page highlight key information
but tend to be lost in piles of paper. Notebooks are compact
and can be reviewed quickly, but taking notes can be tedious
and error-prone. Unbound notes can be reorganized flexibly,
but require even more effort by the note taker.
XLibris’ Reader’s Notebook combines the best features of
annotating directly on the page, of taking notes in a separate
notebook, and of organizing index cards. As with paper
documents, readers mark on the page in the context of the
document, yet without the laborious and imprecise step of
copying. As with a bound notebook, readers can review
concise annotations by time. Finally, as with note cards,
flexible filtering and sorting of the view allow readers to
reorganize their information as needs change.
The Reader’s Notebook (Figure 5) extracts “clippings” of
annotated text and lays them end to end in a separate, multipage view [29]. Each clipping is linked to the corresponding
annotated page, so readers can move fluidly between notes
and documents. Each clipping includes some surrounding
text, and is labeled with document title and page number to
help readers understand the meaning of the marks.
In designing clippings, we had to decide how much of the
document should be shown for each annotation. Starting
with the bounding rectangle of each ink stroke, we expand it
horizontally to the width of the page and vertically to include complete words. Snippets that overlap are merged
together resulting in reasonably sized clippings of annotated
text (Figure 5).

text to another. For example, an ecology student studying
the effects of acid rain in the Appalachian Mountains decides to search the Internet for information on the economy
of West Virginia. A doctor reading up on a drug she has
never prescribed decides to follow a reference to a study of
its side effects.
Unfortunately, in both online and offline situations, finding
related materials and reading are not well integrated. Typical
information retrieval interfaces force users to stop reading,
to identify related documents, and then to print them. References found in paper documents are even more timeconsuming to track down. Although hypertext was designed
to address some of these problems, authors cannot anticipate
the information needs of all readers. Ironically, despite the
fact that readers’ interests may change rapidly, interfaces for
moving from reading to finding and back to reading again
are time consuming and disruptive. Clearly this is another
example where fluid movement across document activities
is desirable.
XLibris facilitates fluid transitions among reading, searching
and browsing by creating a dynamic hypertext from readers’
marks [26]. The system observes readers’ annotations and
the text of the underlying document and generates hypertext
links (margin links) to related documents: no additional effort from readers or authors is required. Because XLibris
suggests links of interest to particular readers at particular
times— based on the passages they are marking— people can
discover useful information serendipitously.
This type of serendipitous retrieval is a benefit of paper libraries: as people walk to the shelf for a particular book,
walls of related books surround them, making it possible to
find interesting material accidentally. Although serendipity
in the library is often a rewarding experience, it is generally
lacking in online systems. XLibris provides two user interfaces that integrate reading, searching, browsing, and serendipity. These are described below.

The Reader’s Notebook can display, sort, and filter clippings from one document or from all documents. By default,
clippings are sorted by document page number, which is
analogous to rummaging through a pile of paper, but should
be faster because readers do not see the less important (i.e.,
un-annotated) information. Clippings can also be sorted by
time so that new information appears at the end, as in a paper notebook.
Finally, readers can filter the clippings by ink color to search
for different kinds of marks or to group related items together. Many readers already use different pens to mark
different types of information. For example, some lawyers
highlight “pro” information in green and “con” information
in red.
Finding Information Related to Readers’Annotations

Readers often search for related material and move from one

Figure 6: Examples of highlighting, underlining,
circling, and margin annotations. Each annotation
generates a query. If a good match is found, XLibris
adds a margin link (rectangle on the left) that shows the
thumbnail of the destination page.
Margin links

Margin links provide serendipitous access to related documents during the active reading process. As readers mark up
passages, the system finds related documents and presents

links unobtrusively in the margin; our intent is to provide a
modeless link suggestion mechanism. Because margin links
persist, readers can follow links at their leisure. We use
thumbnail images of the target page as anchors (see Figure
6). The reader taps on an anchor to move to that page.
For the most part, link creation does not disrupt the reading
process since the reader is free to disregard the suggestion
and to continue reading. In the current design, however,
margin links intrude on the reading process more than we
would like. One problem is that XLibris computes a separate
query for each stroke (although strokes often do not result in
margin links because of a similarity threshold). We have
begun to address this by adding a button to turn links off and
by designing ways to manage the frequency with which
margin links appear.
Further reading lists

When readers reach the end of a document, they often want
to know more. The document may not emphasize the topic
they are most interested in, or it may spark an interest in a
new topic without providing enough depth or detail. Sometimes this need is addressed. For example, articles in Scientific American typically describe an area of research at a
high level, without providing much technical detail. To help
readers go into more depth, the editors create a further
reading list at the end of each article (see Figure 7).

Figure 8: A further reading list in XLibris. Each related
document is presented as a clipping of the most relevant sentence with key phrases underlined.

Further reading lists are presented as a separate set of pages,
or view, associated with each document. Readers can access
this view at any time, whether or not they have annotated
the current document. Of course, the more annotations the
user has made, the more focused the resulting list is on the
reader’s interest as opposed to the document as a whole.
Visually, the further reading list looks like a Reader’s Notebook of annotations except that each clipping is a segment
of a related document obtained from a search engine. These
clippings, with matching terms underlined, help readers understand the destination of the link and also make the target
passage more recognizable if they choose to follow the link.
Query-mediated links

Both margin links and further reading lists use a technique
called query-mediated links. Query-mediated links derive a
query from a user’s interaction with a document and use that
query to identify related documents. Golovchinsky [9] has
shown that query-mediated links based on explicitly selected
words and passages are effective in supporting information
exploration tasks.
Figure 7: A further reading list from Scientific American

The Scientific American example illustrates the limitations
of authored reading lists. The article describes a technological vision for protecting digital copyrights. Consider a
reader with a narrower interest, such as “how digital copyright affects librarians.” The reference to a six-page article
on digital copyright law may help track down this information, but the reference is unlikely to answer the question
directly. Furthermore, by the time the reader scans the further reading list, more appropriate articles may have been
written.
XLibris augments this traditional editorial practice by automatically generating further reading lists for each document
(see Figure 8). Unlike static references, these lists reflect the
interests of a specific reader at a specific point in time. As
with margin links, the reader’s interests are inferred from
annotations, and no additional intervention from the reader
is required.

XLibris computes margin links from the words, phrases and
passages that are implicitly selected by the reader’s marks.
(We do not expect readers to make marks for querying explicitly, but rather as part of their existing annotation practice.) Marks are converted into text selections, which are
then expressed as full-text queries that yield a best-matching
passage. The system adds a margin link to the best match if
its similarity value (or belief score) is above a threshold.
For further reading lists, each annotation is interpreted as a
text selection and is transformed into a list of word scores.
The scores for each word are then summed across all annotations. If several annotations select the same instance of a
word, then the maximum score for that instance is used. The
words along with their scores are used to generate a query5.
If not many words have been included, then terms that are
most characteristic of the document can be added. This padding reduces the chance that a query based on a small num5 Weights are used in a query to specify the degree of im-

portance for each search term.

ber of annotations will return documents that are entirely
unrelated.

such as a cell phone, or operated while not connected to a
network. The lessons learned from TeleWeb apply not only
to the Web but also to digital libraries.

Ink annotations as queries

XLibris recognizes several distinct ink patterns from which
queries are computed. These include underlined words,
highlighted words, circled words, circled passages, and
margin annotations (see Figure 6). We emphasize that there
is no “vocabulary of marks” that readers must learn; rather,
our heuristics are based on general annotation practices.
Each type of annotation results in a slightly different query
for the search engine. Marks that select specific words
translate into queries that retrieve other instances of the
same term. Marks that select longer passages generate queries that search for similar passages.
PHYSICAL MOBILITY

The fourth and final document activity supported by digital
library information appliances is mobility. Until now we
have discussed reading in XLibris; in this section we describe mobile information access in TeleWeb [28].
Desktop access to digital libraries is not adequate for mobile
workers. A doctor making hospital rounds has no desktop
with her to access a digital library. This could have grim
repercussions: a recent study concluded that patients for
whom prompt MEDLINE searches were conducted have
significantly lower costs and shorter hospital stays [14].
Mobile work is not limited to physicians and traveling
salespeople; even office workers often work with documents
away from their desks [1].
For these people, portable information appliances can provide access to digital libraries anywhere, anytime. Unfortunately, it is not possible to give mobile people the same
network access that they would have in their office. Compared to wired desktop networks, wireless networks are
slow, expensive (with different billing schemes), and only
intermittently available. As workers move from place to
place, they are likely to experience three levels of connectivity: high quality connectivity from an office network,
lower quality connectivity from a wireless network, and no
connectivity at all when disconnected. How can people use
digital library appliances to access distributed information
sources across this range of operating conditions?
Aside from the variable networking conditions, there are
two other issues that affect mobile access to digital libraries.
First, downloading a document over a wireless network can
be very expensive, and current interfaces for search engines
and Web browsers do not help people manage these costs.
Second, user interaction is punctuated by surprises: an information request may return right away (when data is locally stored), take a while (when data is remote), or take
forever (when the network is down).
The TeleWeb mobile Web browser was designed and built
to explore these three issues [28]. TeleWeb runs on a laptop
computer with multiple communication channels: it may be
docked to an office Ethernet, used from home over a telephone line, used while traveling over a wireless network

.
Figure 9: A document annotated with road sign icons to
show hypertext anchors absent from the cache.
Networking not ubiquitous

In the design of TeleWeb, we assumed that at least some of
the time users would be disconnected but would still want to
browse the Web. Some mobile networks are so limited in
bandwidth compared to office networks that users may feel
like they are disconnected. How can people browse the Web
when disconnected?
TeleWeb uses “caching for availability,” the standard solution for this problem. This means that the system loads
documents into a local cache when fully connected. Later, if
the user needs the document while the network is not available, the locally cached copy is returned.
Caching for availability only works if the system knows the
user’s information needs ahead of time. The system can use
past history to predict future needs. In addition, the user can
tell the system what documents belong in the cache; unfortunately, in practice people find it difficult to articulate
which documents they need. Furthermore, both techniques
share the drawback that information needs often change in
unpredictable ways. Overall, caching for availability often
works, but is frustrating when it does not.
An alternative solution is to replace synchronous interaction
(a user request followed immediately by a response from the
network) with asynchronous interaction. For example, when
the user requests a document not in the cache, TeleWeb asks
the user if the system should download it later. If so, TeleWeb downloads the information the next time the user connects and adds the document to a “to read” list that the user

can browse. This interaction style is analogous to sending a
request for a book from an out of state library, and eventually receiving it in the mail.

simple change— essentially exposing the state of the system— makes mobile Web browsing much more predictable.
This contrasts with the traditional approach of trying to simplify the user’s view of the system by concealing the state of
the network.
THE FUTURE

The development of tomorrow’s digital library information
appliances is an iterative process. Our current cycle, however, is not complete until we evaluate the ideas presented in
this paper. Towards this end, we have begun a series of
laboratory user interface experiments and are in the planning
stage for a real-world deployment. One experiment suggests
that free-form ink marks made while reading are better for
query formulation than traditional relevance feedback. People who have tried XLibris agree that our approach of taking
a work practice and augmenting it— rather than redefining
it— makes the system immediately accessible. Information
appliances must be accessible.

Figure 10: Creating a conditional download to fetch
documents when reconnected.
No feedback on cost

There are other reasons to postpone downloading a document. For example, if a user is connected over a cellular
telephone, downloading a large document is going to be
expensive, and can tie up the network connection for hours.
Given the choice, the user might be happy to download this
document overnight or upon returning to the office. There is
a tradeoff here between how urgently people need information and how much they are willing to pay for it in time
and money. With a mobile information appliance, users
should be able to decide how much they are willing to pay
for each document and how quickly they need that document.

The digital library community must decide whether digital
libraries should, as we propose, support users throughout the
process of turning information into knowledge.6 If so, there
are many issues that must be addressed. One reviewer of this
paper asked: “Where is the digital library?” We purposely
avoided describing protocols, services, and architectures
because we believe infrastructure should support the vision
of working with a digital library information appliance, not
define it.
The next step is to understand how users of digital library
information appliances should interact with external repositories. For example, should users pay authors to cache
documents on their devices, even when they do not read
them? How should users search repositories that are not
always accessible? How should searches be distributed between local and remote databases? These and other issues
require further investigation.
CONCLUSION

With this principle in mind, TeleWeb includes a budget
monitor that sits between the user and the network. If a request is made for a document that is not in the cache and
downloading the document will break the user’s budget,
then TeleWeb presents a “conditional download” form instead of the document (see Figure 10). Users can override
their budget to fetch the document immediately, or they can
request that the document be fetched at a later time.
Unpredictable systems are frustrating

The third problem of mobile appliances is unpredictable
behavior. Those using computer networks already know this
problem: sometimes they hit a key and nothing happens. In
wireless computing, this experience is magnified many-fold.
TeleWeb’s solution is to show the user what is going on
inside the cache and network manager. Specifically, TeleWeb labels links that will be slow to download with a “road
work” icon (see Figure 9). If there is no road sign, then either the link destination is cached, or a high-speed connection to the information superhighway is available. This

We have shown how information appliances based on the
paper document metaphor can support active reading. Because these systems allow people to work on digital documents much as they would on paper, this provides an
alternative to the standard “search and print” model of digital libraries. Furthermore, by integrating a wide variety of
document activities, and by allowing fluid movement among
them, disruptive transitions between paper and digital media
can be eliminated. The combination of the paper-like and
the digital allows us to augment these activities without redefining them. Finally, the mobility of a digital library information appliance supports work away from the desk.
With all these benefits, digital library information appliances can create a rich, universally accessible, digital library
experience that improves the way we work. Clearly there is
an exciting future for digital library information appliances
in the digital library.
6 We thank one of the anonymous reviewers for this suc-

cinct summary of our goal.
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